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Humans often sacrifice material benefits to endorse or to oppose 
societal causes based on moral beliefs. Charitable donation behav- 

ior, which has been the target of recent experimental economics 

studies, is an outstanding contemporary manifestation of this 

ability. Yet the neural bases of this unique aspect of human 

altruism, which extends beyond interpersonal interactions, remain 
obscure. In this article, we use functional magnetic resonance 

imaging while participants anonymously donated to or opposed 
real charitable organizations related to major societal causes. We 
show that the mesolimbic reward system is engaged by donations 
in the same way as when monetary rewards are obtained. Fur- 

thermore, medial orbitofrontal-subgenual and lateral orbitofron- 
tal areas, which also play key roles in more primitive mechanisms 
of social attachment and aversion, specifically mediate decisions to 
donate or to oppose societal causes. Remarkably, more anterior 
sectors of the prefrontal cortex are distinctively recruited when 
altruistic choices prevail over selfish material interests. 
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H 
uman altruism far exceeds the immediate bonds of kinship, 
even when no material or reputation gains are anticipated 

(1, 2). Recent studies in experimental economics have started to 

explore the neurobiological basis of cooperation in interpersonal 
exchanges (3-5). Altruistic choices regularly take place beyond 
interpersonal and economic realms, however. People often 
sacrifice material interests, time, and even physical integrity on 
behalf of societal causes, principles, and ideologies (6-8). Anon- 

ymous donation to charitable organizations is an outstanding 
example of this unique aspect of human altruism (8, 9), which 
relies on our ability to directly link motivational significance to 
abstract moral beliefs and societal causes. Evolutionary and 

neurobiological theories suggest that this ability was critically 
shaped during the last major step of human evolution in the 
cultural explosion of the Upper Paleolithic period (10, 11). 

We investigated the neural mechanisms of charitable dona- 
tions using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI; see 
Materials and Methods). Nineteen participants chose to endorse 
or oppose societal causes by anonymous decisions to donate or 
refrain from donating to real charitable organizations (ORGs). 
The ORGs' missions were linked to a wide range of societal 
causes, including abortion, children rights, death penalty, eutha- 
nasia, gender equality, nuclear power, and war (see Materials and 

Methods). Importantly, the experimental design allowed us to 

probe the interplay of material interests and altruistic prefer- 
ences. Participants were entitled to receive a substantial endow- 
ment of U.S.$128, which would be obtained in full if they solely 
cared about their self monetary interests when making decisions. 
This amount would decrease, depending on how often they made 
altruistic choices (see Materials and Methods for an operational 
definition of altruistic decisions). 

The experimental conditions of interest, defined on the basis 
of participants' "Yes" or "No" decisions to different payoff 
types, were: (i) pure monetary reward, (ii) noncostly donation, 
(iii) noncostly opposition, (iv) costly donation, and (v) costly 

opposition (Fig. 1; see Materials and Methods and Figs. 5-8, 
which are published as supporting information on the PNAS web 
site, for details on stimuli and task procedure). Thus, although 
some decisions involved pure monetary rewards, and donation or 

opposition at no personal costs, other decisions entailed a 
conflict between participants' personal monetary interests and 
their motivations to donate to or to oppose causes. Importantly, 
ORGs were paired with randomized payoff types, and all ORGs 
were presented to each participant. At the end of the experiment, 
all ORGs and their causes were scored according to familiarity 
and associated moral emotion (compassion and anger; see 

Supporting Methods, which is published as supporting informa- 
tion on the PNAS web site). In addition, self-reported ratings of 

engagement in real-life voluntary charitable activities were 
obtained. 

As long as humans can derive utility directly from the act of 

alleviating the suffering of another (8, 12), we predicted activa- 
tion of the mesolimbic reward system both for decisions leading 
to pure monetary rewards and decisions to donate. We also 

expected that medial and lateral sectors of the orbitofrontal 
cortex, respectively, would mediate decisions to donate or to 

oppose causes, in line with the involvement of these regions in 
reward and punishment (13). Finally, we predicted that anterior 

prefrontal regions that have been implicated in moral judgments 
and prospective assessment of outcomes (11, 14-16) would be 

engaged by altruistic decisions that involved sacrificing material 
interests for societal causes. 

Results 
Behavioral analyses showed that all participants consistently 
made costly decisions, sacrificing an average of 40% (U.S.$51; 
range = U.S.$21-80) of their endowment. Participants took 

longer to make costly than noncostly decisions (Fig. 2a). Con- 
sistent with the role of moral emotions in judgment (11) and in 

helping behaviors (17), ratings of experienced compassion were 

higher for causes participants chose to donate to, whereas anger 
scores were higher for opposed causes (Fig. 2b). For details of 

response times and emotion scores across the main experimental 
conditions, see Table 1, which is published as supporting infor- 
mation on the PNAS web site. 
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Fig. 1. Donation task and behavioral results. (a) Task design. The name and mission statement of an ORG was presented, followed by the payoff type (decision 

phase), and then by the outcome phase. Depending on the trial, Yes or No decisions to different payoff types had different monetary consequences to the 

participant and/or to the ORG ("outcome types"; see Materials and Methods and Figs. 5-8). In this example, a (YOU: $0 ORG: $+5) payoff is shown. (b) The 
conditions of interest derived from the main outcome types and comprised costly opposition [red; No to (YOU: $+2 ORG: $ +5)], noncostly opposition [orange; 
No to (YOU: $0 ORG: $+5)], costly donation [dark blue; Yes to (YOU: $-2 ORG: $+5)], noncostly donation [light blue; Yes to (YOU: $0 ORG: $+5)], and pure 
monetary reward [green; Yes to (YOU: $+2 ORG: $0)]. Altruistic or costly decisions included costly donation and costly opposition. 

The midbrain ventral tegmental area (VTA), the dorsal 

striatum, and the ventral striatum were activated by both pure 
monetary rewards and decisions to donate (Fig. 3a; see Table 2, 
which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web 
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Fig. 2. Behavioral results. (a) Response times for main conditions of interest. 
Increased response times were associated with altruistic decisions (which 
included costly donation and costly opposition) as compared with noncostly 
decisions [t(18) = 3.26, P < 0.005]. Color code: costly opposition, red; noncostly 
opposition, orange; costly donation, dark blue; noncostly donation, light blue; 
and pure monetary reward, green. (b) Compassion and anger scores. Societal 
causes participants donated to received higher compassion scores [t(16) 
7.84, P < 0.001], whereas opposed causes scored higher in anger [t(16) = 5.53, 
P < 0.001]. Color code as the same as in a. Error bars indicate SEM. 

site), suggesting that donating to societal causes and earning 
money share anatomical systems of reward reinforcement and 

expectancy (18, 19). This finding is compatible with the putative 
role of the "warm glow" ("joy of giving") effect, the rewarding 
experience associated with anonymous donations (8). But are 
the neural correlates of monetary rewards and donations iden- 
tical? To address this issue, we directly compared donation 
conditions (costly and noncostly) to pure monetary reward. This 
contrast revealed that activity in the subgenual area [including 
Brodmann's area (BA) 25] was highly specific for donations (Fig. 
3 b and c; see Table 3, which is published as supporting 
information on the PNAS web site). Interestingly, the ventral 
striatum (together with the adjoining septal region) was also 
more active for donations than for pure monetary rewards. 
Furthermore, ventral striatum activity was correlated with the 
number of decisions to donate that each participant made during 
the experiment (Fig. 3d; see Supporting Methods). These findings 
indicate that donating to societal causes recruited two types of 
reward systems: the VTA-striatum mesolimbic network, which 
also was involved in pure monetary rewards, and the subgenual 
area, which was specific for donations and plays key roles in 
social attachment and affiliative reward mechanisms in humans 

(20, 21) and other animals (22). 
Although morality often promotes cooperation and helping, it 

also can steer hostility among individuals and social groups. 
Moral beliefs powerfully incite people to challenge others' values 
and ideologies (6, 7). Previous research consistently implicates 
the lateral orbitofrontal cortex (1OFC) in aversive mechanisms 

(13), including anger and moral disgust (11, 23). To test the role 
of the lOFC in more abstract forms of culturally mediated social 

disapproval, brain responses to participants' decisions to oppose 
causes were compared with pure monetary rewards. The lOFC 

(BA 11/47), including its transition to the anterior insula and 
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Fig. 3. Brain responses for monetary reward and donation. (a) Mesolimbic-striatal reward system, including the VTA and the dorsal and ventral sectors of the 

striatum (STR), activation for both pure monetary reward and noncostly donation (conjunction of pure reward vs. baseline and noncostly donation vs. baseline). 
(b) Subgenual area (SG) activation for decisions to donate (conjunction of costly and noncostly conditions) as compared with pure monetary reward. The 

subgenual area comprised the most posterior sector of the medial orbitofrontal cortex and the ventral cingulate cortex (BA 25) and the adjoining septal region 
structures. (c) Hemodynamic responses from the subgenual cortex for donation and pure monetary reward conditions. (d) Positive association between decision 

frequency of costly donation (how often each participant made costly donations) and ventral striatum/septal region parameter estimates (VS/SR; x = -6, y = 

11, z = 4; r = 0.58; P < 0.01). BOLD, blood oxygenation level-dependent. 

adjacent dorsolateral cortex, was activated by both costly and 
noncostly opposition (Fig. 4 a and c; see Table 4, which is 

published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). 
Moreover, activity in the lOFC was modulated by how often 

participants decided to oppose societal causes (see Supporting 
Methods). 

Decision making in real social environments requires balanc- 
ing immediate motives against the long-term consequences of 
one's choices (11, 24). Previous work implicated anterior regions 
of the medial prefrontal cortex in goal representation (13-15, 
25), altruistic punishment (5), prediction of future rewards (14, 
18, 26), and implicit or explicit moral appraisals (11, 16, 27, 28). 
Our results indeed showed that costly decisions (choosing to 
costly donate or to costly oppose), which are altruistic in essence, 
were associated with activation of the anterior prefrontal cortex, 
including the frontopolar cortex and the medial frontal gyrus 
(BA 10/11/32; Fig. 4 b and d; see Table 5, which is published as 
supporting information on the PNAS web site). Response time 
differences between costly and noncostly decisions did not 
correlate with anterior prefrontal activity, ruling out the possi- 
bility that these effects merely reflected decision difficulty. In 
contrast, the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex response, also 
observed for costly decisions, was correlated with response 
times, in agreement with its role in conflict and error monitoring 
(16, 29) (Fig. 4b). Finally, we probed the relationships between 
individual differences of self-reported engagement in real-life 

voluntary activities and brain activation patterns. Anterior pre- 
frontal cortex activity to costly donation was highly correlated 
with engagement scores (Fig. 4e). This finding indicates that this 

region plays a key role in real-life altruistic behaviors, as 

suggested by a recent model of moral cognition (11). 

Discussion 
Our findings extend our knowledge of the neural bases of social 

cooperation from interpersonal economic interactions (3-5, 27, 

30) to the realm of societal causes that are linked to culturally 
shaped moral beliefs. More specifically, they indicate that dis- 
tinct neural systems underlie decisions to donate or to oppose 
societal causes: the mesolimbic reward system (VTA-striatum) 
provides a general reinforcement mechanism, the subgenual 
area and the lOFC mediate social attachment and aversion 

responses, and the anterior prefrontal cortex is crucial for 

representing more complex reinforcement contingencies related 
to altruistic decisions. 

The importance of these fronto-limbic networks for human 
altruism concurs with their key roles in more basic social and 
motivational mechanisms. The mesolimbic system regulates 
overall reward reinforcement and prediction and is activated by 
a host of stimuli, including food, sex, drugs, and money (11, 14, 
18). The subgenual area, which specifically was recruited by 
donations, comprises a primitive paralimbic, four-layered ar- 
chicortex densely interconnected with the mesolimbic dopami- 
nergic and dorsal raphe serotonergic pathways (31). This region 
plays a key role in controlling septo-hypothalamic function in 
social attachment and the release of the neuromodulators oxy- 
tocin and vasopressin (22, 32). Interestingly, recent studies 
showed that administration of oxytocin to humans increased 
trust and cooperation in economic interactions (32, 33). Further, 
the subgenual cortex and adjacent septal structures were acti- 
vated when humans looked at their own babies and romantic 

partners (20, 21). The partially dissociable responses observed in 
the mesolimbic system and subgenual area indicate the existence 
of interlocking systems for self-serving monetary rewards and 
attachment to societal causes. Activity in the lOFC, in turn, was 
linked to opposing causes, a finding that converges with the role 
of this region in social aversion (3, 11, 23). This pattern is in 

general agreement with the medial to lateral functional special- 
ization of the orbitofrontal cortex in reward and punishment 
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Fig. 4. Brain responses for opposition and costly decisions. (a) IOFC (BA 11/47) responses to decisions to oppose causes as compared with decisions involving 
pure monetary reward (conjunction of costly and noncostly conditions). Activity of the IOFC was modulated by decision frequency of costly opposition (peak: 
x = -27, y = 35, z = -5; r = 0.76; P < 0.001). (b) Comparison of costly decisions (sacrificing money either to donate or to oppose causes) to pure monetary rewards. 
Effects were observed in the anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC), including the frontopolar cortex and the medial frontal gyrus (BA 10/11/32), and in the dorsal 
anterior cingulate cortex (dACC). The differences in response times between costly and noncostly decisions were correlated with parameter estimates from the 
dACC (r = 0.46; P < 0.05) but not from the frontopolar cortex (r = -0.15; P = 0.53) and the medial frontal gyrus (r = -0.07; P = 0.75). (c) Hemodynamic responses 
from the left IOFC for opposing causes. (d) Hemodynamic responses from the frontopolar cortex for costly decisions. (e) Relationship between self-reported 
engagement in real-life voluntary activities and aPFC activity to costly donation (peak: x = -6, y = 25, z = -14; r = 0.87; P < 0.0001). BOLD, blood oxygenation 
level-dependent. 

representations (13, 34). We speculate that our capacity to feel 
attachment or aversion to societal causes might have emerged 
through similar gene-culture coevolution mechanisms as those 

proposed by the strong reciprocity theory (35). This premise 
would allow primitive reward, social attachment, and aversion 
neural systems to operate beyond the immediate spheres of 

kinship, thus enabling humans to directly link motivational value 
to abstract collective causes, principles, and ideologies (11). The 
observation that anterior prefrontal sectors were recruited by 
costly decisions indicates that when immediate self-interest and 
moral beliefs are at odds, altruistic decisions entail more com- 

plex event-outcome associations (11, 13, 34). This finding is 

supported by the role of this region in altruistic punishment, 
moral judgment, assessment of abstract future rewards, and 
long-term goals (5, 11, 13, 25, 36). 

Taken together, these lines of evidence indicate that human 
altruism draws on general mammalian neural systems of reward, 
social attachment, and aversion. In the context of intertwined 
social and motivational contingencies, however, altruism tied to 
abstract moral beliefs relies on the uniquely developed human 
anterior prefrontal cortex. 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects. Nineteen healthy participants (10 men, 28.2 a 6.2 years of 

age, education 17.4 
_a 

2.3 years; mean a SD) took part in the fMRI 

study. Before the fMRI experiment, a behavioral study involving 58 

healthy volunteers (29 men, 33.3 a 8.0 years of age, educa- 
tion 16.7 a 2.2 years; mean a SD) was carried out to design and 
assess the stimuli and task procedures and to guide the selection of 
ORGs and societal causes for the fMRI experiment (see Supporting 
Methods). All participants were right-handed and native English 
speakers. Informed consent was obtained according to procedures 

approved by the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and 
Stroke (NINDS) Internal Review Board. All participants were paid 
according to the NINDS standards. 

General Task Design. A personal endowment of U.S.$128 was made 
available for each participant in the fMRI experiment, which 

corresponded to the maximum amount they could obtain for 
themselves during the experimental task. Participants were told that 
additional experimental funds were available for ORG reimburse- 
ments, and they understood that their decisions on each trial would 

ultimately affect their personal endowment and the monetary 
benefits allocated to ORGs, depending on the payoff type. They 
were encouraged to make free choices and were guaranteed 
anonymity. Before scanning, participants browsed the full list of 
ORGs and mission statements and then were given a supervised 
10-min practice session with the actual task (additional ORGs were 
used for this purpose). During each trial of the task, the name of an 
ORG and a short mission statement were displayed for 6 s. This step 
was followed by the combined payoff [i.e., the personal (YOU) and 

organizational (ORG)], which could be of four types: (YOU: $+2 
ORG: $0), (YOU: $0 ORG: $+5), (YOU: $-2 ORG: $+5), and 

(YOU: $+2 ORG: $+5) (see Figs. 1 and 5-8). Next, a decision to 

accept (Yes) or reject (No) the combined payoff had to be made 
within 3.5 s by a button click with the index or the middle finger of 
the right hand. The outcome (e.g., "YOU will get: $0" "ORG will 

get: $+5") was then presented for 2.5 s, followed by a jittered 
interval time. Each one of the four payoff types appeared 32 times 

during the experiment, randomly combined with 64 different 
ORGs. Each ORG appeared two times throughout the experiment 
(combined with different payoffs), totaling 128 trials (4 payoff 
types x 64 ORGs x 2 appearances). To enforce a decision in every 
trial, participants were informed that U.S.$1 would be deducted 
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from their endowment if they failed to respond. All decisions were 

explicit, with 100% predictability of outcomes. After the fMRI 
experiment, participants provided ratings of familiarity and moral 
emotion (compassion and anger) for each ORG and respective 
mission and of engagement in real-life charitable activities. The 
total amount to be received for the task then was calculated and 
communicated to participants. 

Decision Outcomes and Main Conditions. The task design entailed 
an interdependence between the personal (YOU) and organi- 
zational (ORG) payoff outcomes, in such a way that securing 
one's personal monetary interest sometimes stood in conflict 
with one's moral beliefs. More specifically, the interaction of 

payoff and decision (Yes or No) types produced eight different 
outcome types. Five of these comprised the "main conditions" 
of the present study: (i) pure monetary reward, (ii) noncostly 
donation, (iii) noncostly opposition, (iv) costly donation, and (v) 
costly opposition (see Figs. lb and 5-8). 

The pure monetary reward condition, defined by a Yes choice to 

(YOU: $+2 ORG: $0), corresponded to a straightforward decision 
aimed at self monetary gain, as it bore no consequences to ORGs 

(i.e., ORG would receive nothing regardless of participant's choice). 
Noncostly donation (Yes to YOU: $0 ORG: $+5) and noncostly 
opposition (No to YOU: $0 ORG: $+5) did not affect the personal 
endowment but did affect ORGs: by choosing Yes, participants 
willfully allowed a $5 transfer from the experimental funds to an 
ORG (i.e., a donation to the ORG at no personal cost), whereas 

choosing No meant avoiding the $5 monetary transfer to the ORG. 
Because these decisions did not involve a conflict with self mone- 

tary interests, they could have been driven either by slight prefer- 
ences or strong beliefs (for or against a given ORG). Costly 
opposition and costly donation corresponded to "altruistic" deci- 

sions, here defined in the behavioral sense (costly acts that confer 
benefits for other individuals). Thus, costly donation corresponded 
to a Yes choice to (YOU: $-2 ORG: $+5), leading to a $2 loss to 

personal endowment and to a transfer of $5 from experimental 
funds to an ORG, whereas costly opposition corresponded to a No 
choice to (YOU: $+2 ORG: $+5), leading to a $2 loss to personal 
endowment, thus preventing a $5 transfer from experimental funds 
to an ORG. Note that costly opposition qualifies as an altruistic act, 
once one opts for losing money to avoid contributing to a cause 
believed to be unjust. To illustrate these cases, consider a partici- 
pant who strongly supports the legalization of euthanasia being 
presented with a proeuthanasia ORG and a (YOU: $-2, ORG: 

$+5) payoff. A Yes choice means accepting a $2 deduction to one's 

personal endowment to enable a $5 transfer from experimental 
funds to the ORG, here defined as a costly donation. In a different 

scenario, a participant who strongly opposes euthanasia might 
choose No when presented with a (YOU: $+2, ORG: $+5) payoff 
paired with a proeuthanasia ORG, denying himself a $2 sum to 

prevent a $5 transfer from experimental funds to that ORG, a case 
of costly opposition. 

Importantly, because participants were paid at the end of the 
experiment, costly decisions did not involve out-of-pocket money, 
and both a No to a positive personal sum (YOU: $+2) or a Yes to 
a negative sum (YOU: $-2) led to an equivalent monetary loss to 
the personal endowment at the end of the experiment. This "status 

quo" issue was held constant throughout conditions, and the 

significantly higher frequency of noncostly vs. costly choices 

[t(18) = 4.6, P < 0.001 for opposition and t(18) = 4.3, P < 0.001 
for donation] confirmed that participants were very sensitive to 

monetary rewards and cared about their endowment. 

Finally, two additional outcomes types, Yes to (YOU: $+2 
ORG: $+5) and No to (YOU: $-2 ORG: $+5), also were 
modeled but not included as main conditions (see Figs. 7 and 8) 
because they did not afford a clear interpretation of the partic- 
ipant's underlying motives. In these cases, participant's decisions 
could have been motivated by self monetary interest and moral 
beliefs or by monetary interest alone despite one's moral beliefs 

(i.e., one might simply not care enough about a given societal 
cause to accept the monetary sacrifice). 

Image Acquisition and Analysis. A 3-tesla GE MRI scanner (Gen- 
eral Electric, Milwaukee, WI) equipped with an eight-channel 
array receiver head coil was used to acquire high signal-to-noise 
single-shot T2*-weighted echoplanar images with blood oxygen- 
ation level-dependent contrast (voxel size = 3.75 x 3.75 x 3 

mm). Combining high-field MRI, array coil, and thinner slices 
allowed improved fMRI imaging of orbitofrontal cortex, brain- 

stem, and limbic structures (see Fig. 9, which is published as 

supporting information on the PNAS web site). High-resolution 
T1-weighted structural images were acquired for each partici- 
pant. Preprocessing steps included correction for slice-timing 
and head movement, spatial smoothing (FWHM = 8 mm) with 

Brain Voyager QX version 1.4 (Brain Innovation, Maastrich, 
The Netherlands). The general linear model (GLM) included 

regressors created on the basis of participants' decisions on each 

payoff type [Yes or No to four payoff types, in addition to the 

jitter and null condition (fixation baseline)]. Linear contrasts 
were applied to the parameter estimates for each regressor type 
to generate contrast images. Results were derived from random 
effects analyses by performing one-sample t tests on the first- 
level contrast images. Common effects of contrasts of interest 
were assessed by performing conjunctions of random effects. 
Additional analyses of covariance were used to investigate the 
effect of decision frequency (how often participants made costly 
donations or costly oppositions) and individual differences of 

engagement scores on brain activity to costly donation (see 
Supporting Methods). A priori regions of interest were the 
orbitofrontal cortex, frontopolar cortex, septo-hypothalamic re- 

gion, dorsal and ventral striatum, superior temporal sulcus 

region, temporal pole, anterior insula, and dorsal anterior cin- 

gulate cortex. Results are reported at P < 0.005 (uncorrected) 
and a cluster threshold of 70 mm3 for a priori regions of interest. 
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